
Abstract 
 
 
 

Multipacting is a common phenomenon of spontaneous electron 
loading in resonant structures, either normal or super conducting. These 
electrons interact with the rf field inside the resonant structure and thus 
cause an abrupt and huge loss of rf field. As a result, multipacting appears 
as a performance limiting phenomenon of resonant structures, e.g., cavity 
and waveguide.  

 
 
In the case of superconducting cavity, due to cool down to cryogenic 

temperature from room temperature, residual gas molecules adsorb on the 
inner surface of cavities and couplers. A common speculation is that these 
adsorbed molecules enhance the multipacting. In the research and 
development of superconducting Crab cavity for KEKB electron-positron 
collider, a severe multipacting is observed during the first time rf excitation 
after the cool down at 4.2K from room temperature. After processing the 
multipacting, if the cavity is kept at 4.2K, this multipacting is never 
observed during the following rf excitation. Also, in the case of KEKB 
superconducting accelerating cavities, multipacting is observed at and 
around the input coupler during the long time operation of KEKB. This 
observance of multipacting may be explained as that adsorption of residual 
gas molecules may cause this multipacting. Being inspired by these 
experimental hints, we have devoted our effort to understand the 
multipacting with respect to the adsorbed gas molecules. 
 
 

Our study is different from the present trend of multipacting research 
– simulation of multipacting and study on secondary yield. In our study, we 
have focused our concentration in the origin of multipacting. What 
molecules are responsible in multipacting? Is there any difference between 
monolayer and multilayer of adsorbed molecules in multipacting? In our 
study, we have tried to find out this kind of fundamental answers in an 
attempt to trace out the seed of multipacting. 
 
 

At first, we have designed and built up a dedicated experimental 
setup to learn the adsorption and desorption of residual gas molecules on 
cryo-cooled surface. Most exciting part of our experimental setup is to 
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develop a Gas Flow Control System, by which we have efficiently 
controlled the number of molecules admitted into the vacuum chamber. 
This has enabled us to study the adsorption and desorption of gas 
molecules with respect to monolayer and multilayer. As the experimental 
surface on which adsorption and desorption has been studied, we have 
designed a cylindrical vacuum chamber. This vacuum chamber has been 
fabricated from the thick cylindrical pipe of oxygen free high conductivity 
(OFHC) copper so that the temperature distribution along the length of 
vacuum chamber becomes negligible. Since the most dominant residual gas 
molecule in ultra high vacuum is H2, we have extensively studied the 
adsorption and desorption of H2. We have found that H2 has a saturated 
pressure of the order of 10-4 Pa at 4.2K. Desoprtion of H2 from monolayer 
as a function of temperature can be characterized by a broad peak at 14K. 
On the contrary, desorption of H2 from multilayer occurs very sharply at 
around 5.6K.  
 
 

Experience of the adsorption desorption experiment has been carried 
in the experiment of multipacting with respect to adsorbed gas molecules. 
For this study, we have designed and built up a coaxial type resonant cavity 
of resonant frequency is 1.5 GHz. Mode of excitation has been so chosen 
that different cutting parts, for example, vacuum opening at inner 
conductor, have been adopted at the places where rf surface current is zero. 
This mode selection has enabled us to build up a coaxial cavity of rather 
high unloaded Q from OFHC copper. Another important feature of our 
design is that the inner and outer conductor can be easily separated from 
each other. This feature provides different options to study the 
multipacting. For example, besides the very easy access to the multipacting 
site, we can change the surface condition at the probable multipacting site. 
We have also designed and built up the unit coupling input probe, different 
monitor probes and the cryostat top flange. 
 
 

To study the multipacting, we have used three parameters: i) vacuum 
pressure, particularly, for multipacting at room temperature, ii) current due 
to multipacting electrons, and iii) reflected and transmitted signals from the 
cavity. In the study of room temperature multipacting, We have found that 
after processing of the multipacting observed below the peak electric field 
of 0.28 MV/m, these multipacting incidents do not occur during the 
subsequent rf excitations, if the cavity is not exposed to ambient air. 
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Multipacting above the peak electric field of 0.28 MV/m occurs during 
every rf excitation, even if the cavity is not exposed to ambient air. Room 
temperature multipacting observed above 0.3 MV/m has been found not to 
become processed without baking at 1000C. This effect of baking hints that 
water molecule may cause or enhance multipacting. In contrast to room 
temperature, multipacting levels at 4.2K are few and soft. Once processed, 
multipacting does not occur if the cavity is kept at 4.2K. We have studied 
the multipacting at 4.2K with respect to different amount of adsorption of 
H2 – from saturated H2 surface to partial monolayer of H2. Our experiment 
has revealed that adsorbed H2 does not act as the seed of multipacting, 
rather suppresses the multipacting. We have also studied the effect of other 
dominant residual gas molecules CO. We have found that CO too does not 
act as the seed of multipacting. Also, the development of multipacting in 
micro-second level has been studied. 
 
 


